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One of my favorite quotes is by W. Churchill: “Success is not final, failure 
is not fatal: it is the courage to continue that counts.” The world-wide 
spread of Covid-19 has brought change and uncertainty into our world. A 
few weeks ago I had to pick up Victoria from BJU. She had tears in her 
eyes as she said goodbye to her professors, friends and the college life 
that she was enjoying to the max. Tyler has been thriving in the continu-
ation of his curricular vitae at Community Christian School. However, it 
appears like he will be finishing out his school year at home as on-line 
schooling is the new norm. We do not know what the future holds. 
Fourteen days has turned into another thirty days. Groups are canceling 
as international travel is being restricted. So what do we do? While we are 
following the instructions of our local government with regards to social 
distancing, we will not hunker down in fear or inactivity. For as Einstein 
said: “Life is like riding a bicycle, to keep your balance, you must keep 
moving.”  Here is how we are moving, here is how we are continuing... 

—Live gratefully day by day (James 4:15).   

—Fine tune our SF (spiritual fitness) and our PF (Physical Fitness) plans.  

—Read...ironically one book I have is Never Surrender about W. Churchill. 

—Mail some Send out Cards as we encourage others.  

—Play some table games as a family after an evening meal. 

—Work on a new project for mission awareness called: “Missions Is.”  

—Pray for our family and friends as they labor around the world. 

—Follow Einstein’s advice as I ride my bike to keep moving! 

Our prayer for you is that you would “...continue in the things which you have learned and 
have been assured of, knowing of whom you have learned them” (2 Tim. 3:14).  
 

Reaching with you for them, 

The Jeff Carney Family 


